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ETHICAL ISSUES IN THE DIGITIZATION OF CULTURAL HERITAGE

Introduction

Traditionally, one of the main goals of professional ethics is to pursue explicitly defined values and norms and discourage inappropriate behavior by professionals in order to develop public trust in services delivered by certain institutions. Change encourages specialists to develop new ways to pursue professional values. Archives, libraries, and museums have been actively engaged in the digitization of cultural heritage for several decades. Digitization projects have generated new organizational forms and collaborative networks, as well as new types of cultural heritage services, and are clearly the cause of a number of changes in mind-set, strategies, and processes in these institutions. Abundant case studies and research on particular ethical issues prove that digitization has had a significant impact on managing online engagement with heritage collections, ensuring confidentiality of personal information in heritage documents, ensuring authenticity, organizing access to heritage objects, and carrying out selection and interpretation. New professional practices in digitization have resulted in new ethical challenges.

The ethics of digitization is not considered a separate field of scholarly and professional discussion, although occasional publications of a broader scope recognize that there are specific
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ethical issues faced in digitization projects. Many papers dealing with ethical issues in digitization are motivated by implicit assumptions or explicit understandings that well-established approaches to ethics in professional communities of archivists, librarians, and museum professionals do not work in the digitization of cultural heritage. So, it is necessary to make the ethical issues of digitization visible and to reflect on current discussions in this field. Such a discussion can be useful in:

- Searching for and establishing working solutions to ethical issues in digitization.
- Clearly relating ethical issues in digitization to the role of archives, libraries, and museums and to the approaches of general professional ethics.
- Understanding how ethical issues can influence the management of heritage digitization.

The main objective of this paper is to determine what ethical issues arise in cultural heritage digitization and how they affect the ways decisions are taken and processes are organized in digitization. In order to discuss the ethical dimensions of digitization, it is important to provide a clear definition. UNESCO offers a definition of digitization that connects it to the wider context of the decisions and activities of memory institutions:

Digitization is the creation of digital objects from physical, analogue originals by means of a scanner, camera or other electronic device. It is undertaken as part of a process that includes: selection, assessment, including of needs, prioritization, preparation of originals for digitization, metadata collection and creation, digitization and creation of data collections, submission of digital resources to delivery systems and repositories. This process is accompanied along the way by management, including intellectual property rights management and quality control, and evaluation at the end.

This discussion will employ this definition, and consider the ethical issues that emerge at all stages of digitization.

Ethical issues in the digitization carried out by archives, libraries, and museums have been identified by literature review. The umbrella term “memory institutions” is used throughout the discussion to highlight the common purpose of the institutions that aim to manage cultural heritage collections in order to satisfy societies’ needs to remember. Similarities in the purpose and function of these institutions have been previously pointed out by a number of researchers, including Bates, Buckland, and Hjørland. While recognizing the differences in professional approaches to cultural heritage in archives, libraries, and museums, this paper focuses on the
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possibility of learning from the discussion of common ethical issues and solutions in digitization. The discussion is supported by documents and international codes of ethics from archives, libraries, and museums, as well as the United Nations Universal Declaration of Human Rights (1948).

**Changes Brought by Digitization and Related Ethical Issues**

The literature review identified several areas of concern related to digitization that cause ethical issues and conflicts. Some of them, for instance the emergence of digital community archives, represent contextual factors that have stimulated changes in approaches to digitization in memory institutions. Others, such as new funding models in digitization, are directly related to methods of digitization management that have introduced new ethical issues to the agenda of memory institutions. Still others include the ease of sharing and manipulation of digital content and online engagement with heritage in a global digital environment and reflect the impact of digital technologies on the ways heritage objects are processed and communicated in the digital space.

The topic of digitization ethics is very broad and includes discussion of changes in attitude, issues that have not been solved, and examples of practical solutions, so the overview and reflections provided in this paper are inevitably incomplete.

**Emergence of Digital Community Archives**

The growing accessibility of easy-to-learn and relatively cheap digitization tools and the rise of Web 2.0 encouraged amateur digitization and the emergence of alternative non-professional digital archives maintained by individuals and various communities. Social groups and societies that once were marginalized or persecuted—indigenous communities; minorities in terms of religion, race, sexual orientation, or gender identity; and countries that were formerly colonized have used online digital collections as a platform for making their voice heard and/or to regain control over their heritage. The past of these groups has been represented in archives, libraries, and museums through the lens of dominant, powerful social groups or societies. These shortcomings encouraged so-called “community archives” or “independent archives” movements when organizations and communities began creating and curating digital collections independent of state archives, libraries, and museums.

Indigenous communities have been using digitization to regain control over traditional cultural knowledge that is excessively commercialized and used without the consent of the communities where it originated. The World Intellectual Property Organization (WIPO) has encouraged indigenous communities to digitize their intangible heritage (e.g., songs, dance, rituals, etc.) because such assets are not protected by conventional intellectual property systems. Such intangible heritage recorded by researchers has also appeared in the collections of archives,
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libraries, and museums. Often the digitization, selection, and arrangement of such materials, as well as wide online access to them, conflict with the traditional views of indigenous communities.

The emergence of “community archives” and initiatives to protect indigenous heritage encouraged archives, libraries, and museums to grasp the relationship between cultural heritage and the worldviews of the societies and communities that create and practice it. This significantly challenged the traditional understanding of how the values of neutrality and objectivity should be pursued in managing and providing access to cultural content. Digital community archives highlighted the issues of inequality, subjective judgment, discrimination, and so on that were caused by the decisions of memory institutions. Originally shaped as institutions that were engaged in communicating the heritage of national states, memory institutions found themselves situated within a complex variety of memories and the heritage of different communities and groups that constitute our societies. It has been increasingly recognized that conflicting and contradictory interests, power relations, and political and legal contexts have a huge influence on the decisions taken by archives, libraries, and museums.

With changes in the approach to community heritage the following biases in the digitization processes became obvious:

- Selection and interpretation of cultural heritage for digitization. In a discussion about the digitization of African heritage, Pickover reports selection biases and the predominantly “Western approach” to the past, especially when African collections held in overseas memory institutions are digitized. Pickover notes that often varied and contested views of the events of the past are not visible in digitization projects of African heritage. The approaches used by powerful social groups are relevant for other social groups (e.g.,
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14 Pickover, “Patrimony, Power and Politics.”
lesbian, gay, bisexual, and transgender groups; immigrants; victims of crimes or traumatic experiences of the past, etc.), as noted by researchers.15

- Application of metadata schemas that the “Western” world commonly uses to describe and arrange indigenous heritage. Concerning the digitization of indigenous heritage, Christen and Whaanga et al. indicate that metadata schemas used by memory institutions attempt to fit indigenous knowledge and spirituality into a “Western” worldview, which has a destructive impact on community culture and challenges its integrity.16 Again, issues of the arrangement of digital collections in accordance with predominant views are equally relevant to the heritage of other groups.17

- Providing access to digitized objects that are considered to be of limited use/access in a community. Some heritage objects are sacred and secret, and often access to specific heritage objects is restricted to persons of specific age or gender communities. Digitization and open access to such objects conflict with the worldview and traditions of the community. Neglecting community needs and values leads to reinforcing a discriminatory approach to the community that is the creator of this heritage.18

These biases conflict with the obligations of memory institutions to present multiple perspectives on the subject and to promote cultural diversity and dialogue. Understanding of these biases encourages memory institutions to realize that they should “protect indigenous traditional knowledge and local traditional knowledge for the benefit of indigenous peoples” [italics mine] as well as for the benefit of the rest of the world.”19 Notably, these conflicts encouraged memory institutions to involve community members in selection, metadata and information systems development, and maintenance processes, making them equal partners in digitization. For instance, Whaanga et al. report on negotiation with representatives of indigenous communities and collective decision-making in selection, arrangement, description, and providing access to a donated cultural heritage collection.20 Leopold provides a case study about negotiating the provision of online access to Cherokee Indian manuscripts containing spells and sacred formulas.21 Christen introduces the content management system Mukurtu, developed to address the needs of indigenous communities all over the world by ensuring different levels of access to heritage and sharing practices based on the worldviews of indigenous communities.22 Gilliland and McKemmish advocate the broader notion of a “participatory archive” that would involve multiple communities with different perspectives and worldviews in its development.23

Work with the heritage of various communities is a very large field and progress in it is uneven. Most visible are the changes in approaches to indigenous communities. These are explicitly
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documented in codes of ethics and policy documents such as the “IFLA Statement on Indigenous Traditional Knowledge” and the “IFLA/UNESCO Multicultural Library Manifesto.” However, the progress in work with other type of communities and social groups is not so easily described.

**New Funding Models in Digitization**

The costs of digitization are high; therefore, most digitization initiatives depend on external funding and donor support. To generate funds for digitization and to ensure sustainability of digitized content memory, institutions increasingly apply business approaches. Such approaches are based on the potential to use digitized heritage objects for developing commercial services and content. They include initiatives by memory institutions to charge for access to digitized content, partnership with private entities, and seeking the support of sponsors. In these initiatives memory institutions pursue goals such as diminishing the burden of digitization costs, or acquiring funding, infrastructure, or competencies, while their commercial partners aim to reuse digitized content for delivery of commercial services or products.

The application of the business mind-set in the public sector raises two ethical issues—selection biases and limitation of access. First, in public and private collaborations, sponsorship donors and private sector partners influence selection and interpretation of the content to be digitized. Researchers reveal that donor/partner preferences may result in particular selection and interpretation decisions. Pickover reports that foreign funders of African digitization projects influence the interpretation of the digitized content. Leopold highlights gender gaps in representation of the US Civil War that occurred due to donor funding preferences. He asserts that memory institutions may find themselves selectively digitizing the content that appeals to potential funders. Secondly, in pursuit of profit private partners who significantly contributed either financially or by performing digitization tasks sometimes insist on limiting access for a certain period (which may reach ten years of restricted online access). This raises ethical questions about the availability of digitized content, especially in case the project is partly financed by public funds (which means that the end user pays twice). Moreover, ethical issues emerge when memory institutions themselves would like to charge for the reuse of digitized content in public domain.

The problem of combining private and public funding and coping with selection biases that result from donor support is not easily solved. However, memory institutions should accept the reality
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that digitization is expensive and that it is impossible to rely solely on public funds.32 A widespread solution applied in memory institutions is to separate revenue-generating activities from publicly funded digitization initiatives. For instance, the Bibliothèque nationale de France and the British Library established commercial subsidiaries to engage in commercial activities to support the digitization of cultural heritage.33 Such solutions make it possible to avoid confusing the commitments of a public institution with the priorities of generating revenue to fund digitization.

**Ease of Sharing and Manipulation of Digital Content**

Unlike traditional heritage objects held in memory institutions, digital cultural content can be easily shared, combined, and aggregated online; the content of digital files can be easily modified as well. These features provide a number of benefits for users of digitized content in enhancing access to digital collections and allowing their reuse for the purposes of research, learning, and developing new commercial content. However, the ease of sharing and introducing changes to digital files complicates the task of protecting personal information contained in digitized documents and ensuring their trustworthiness.

Obligations to respect personal privacy are explicitly documented in the professional codes of ethics of memory institutions and in Article 12 of the UN Universal Declaration of Human Rights, which states that “no one shall be subjected to arbitrary interference with his privacy, family, home or correspondence, nor to attacks upon his honour and reputation.”34 However, often privacy issues conflict with the aim of providing universal access to heritage online.

Privacy issues in digitization emerge due to the abundance of personal information in cultural heritage documents and objects and to unprecedented opportunities for online access, discovery, and combination of personal data from various sources in the digital age.35 Among examples of personal information are ethnographic materials with intimate details, opinions, references to other persons and life-events made by informants; medical records; archival records containing data about individuals; newspapers, and so on. In many cases online access was not envisioned and thus was not negotiated with informants and donors of heritage materials.36

A new dimension of privacy in the digital space—the right to be forgotten—makes the process of finding solutions to ethical privacy issues even more complicated. The right to be forgotten is a recent concept that was introduced to the European Union General Data Protection Regulation in 2016. It enables a person to withdraw information from the Internet or make that information anonymous, and thus allows an individual to control personal information online.37 The right to

32 Conway, “Preservation in the Age of Google.”
36 Gilliland and Wiener, “Digitizing and Providing Access.”
37 Terwangne, “The Right to Be Forgotten.”
be forgotten resonates with issues of manipulating or destroying the past that arise when records and documents are withdrawn and deleted.\(^{38}\) Most practical discussions on ethical concerns of privacy and the right to be forgotten highlight the need to create a proper balance between access to benefit the public interest for research and protection of persons who are mentioned, displayed, or express their opinions in heritage documents.\(^{39}\) The statements by the International Federation of Library Associations and Institutions (IFLA) on personally identifiable information in historical records and the right to be forgotten demonstrate that the values of intellectual freedom and access remain guiding principles for memory institutions’ professionals; however, consideration of the possible impact of digitized collections to living persons has been acknowledged.\(^{40}\)

Importantly, digitization case studies show that memory institution professionals have become more sensitive to the consequences and harm that widespread online access can bring to personal lives. They have discussed digitization initiatives in which individual cases are subject to review, have carefully evaluated the possible harm to persons, and have designed information systems that allow different levels of access.\(^{41}\) Recent discussions of controversial digitization cases also demonstrate a caring attitude toward persons whose information is reflected in heritage documents. For instance, digitization by an alternative press of lesbian erotic content from 1984–2004 that bears historical significance but could be harmful for living persons exposed in the journal was reported in several publications. It generated a debate in professional American library and archival journals and in the popular press.\(^{42}\) Though valuable for research and understanding of the past, such documents can harm their subjects—for instance, they can reveal information about their views, crimes, or socially unacceptable past events in their lives.\(^{43}\)

Identifying and protecting personal information in large-scale digitization initiatives remains a challenging task. It requires establishing new policies, practices, and workflows to be able to balance the right to be forgotten with other rights, such as intellectual freedom. The lack of clarity regarding how to implement the right to be forgotten may become a significant challenge in digitization projects in Europe.\(^{44}\)

\(^{38}\) Terwangne, “The Right to Be Forgotten”; Talke, “Online News and Privacy.”


\(^{41}\) Cleircín, Eacháin, and Bale, “Managing the Digitization”; Chenier, “Privacy Anxieties.”


\(^{43}\) Gilliland, “Dead on Arrival?”; Chenier, “Privacy Anxieties.”

\(^{44}\) Talke, “Online News and Privacy.”
Another ethical challenge associated with the easy manipulation, copying, and repurposing of digital surrogates is related to ensuring that digitized content is authentic. Authenticity is defined as the “quality in a thing of being what it is claimed to be (valid, real, genuine, etc.), verified in archives and special collections through an investigative process known as authentication.”\[45\] Commitment to ensuring authenticity is explicitly described in the International Council of Archives (ICA) code of ethics, which states that “archivists should protect the authenticity of documents during archival processing, preservation, and use.”\[46\] Additionally, the IFLA code of ethics for librarians and information professionals emphasizes the obligation of transparency in providing information, while the International Council of Museums (ICOM) code of ethics describes the obligations of museums as institutions holding primary evidence.\[47\] Ensuring authenticity is closely related to the authority and trustworthiness of archives, libraries, and museums.\[48\] The concept of authenticity guides the selection, digital conversion, and preservation decisions of archival, library, and museum professionals.

Digital enhancements of heritage materials can make them more convenient to use; however, they also pose challenges to maintaining the document/object’s authenticity in its traditional meaning. Researchers and practitioners are concerned with the influence of specific configurations of digital conversion hardware and software, data compression methods, and post-conversion enhancements to comprehension of original heritage materials in digital form.\[49\] Digitization guidelines recommend creating an archival master file that does not contain interventions to enhance user experience.\[50\] However, most users never get access to the archival master file; therefore, transparent publicly accessible information about digitization policy in a memory institution as well as educating users (especially scholars) about authenticity issues in a digital environment seems to be one of the appropriate solutions.\[51\] Additionally, the digital surrogate does not reflect all the features of the original heritage documents or objects; therefore, it is often neither affordable nor rational to aim for the maximum quality of digital conversion. Therefore, ethical issues of defining the requirements for the authenticity of digitized content have not yet been resolved.\[52\] And finally, to preserve digitized content in the long term and to overcome the technological obsolescence of hardware and software, changes to digital files should be introduced. This also causes issues of authenticity. To solve them, memory institutions introduce different models of certification for repositories of digital materials and monitoring of digital preservation processes.\[53\]

\[48\] Conway, “Preservation in the Age of Google.”
\[49\] Lazet, “Unexplored Ethics”; Conway, “Preservation in the Age of Google.”
\[52\] Conway, “Preservation in the Age of Google.”
Additionally, new approaches to authenticity emerge in digitization initiatives.\textsuperscript{54} Were offers an experiential approach to authenticity in a case study of the digitization of wooden carvings used in funeral rituals by a Melanesian tribe.\textsuperscript{55} Here authenticity is understood as a condition unique to a human being (or a group) that expresses distinctive features that represent their nature and make him/her/them different from others.\textsuperscript{56} Seen in this light, heritage objects are mediators that connect people with past events or practices that evoke authentic experiences. Authenticity is not an intrinsic feature of a heritage object, but it lies in the experiences that might be stimulated using heritage objects. Through repeated cooperative work with the tribal community Were established that the wooden carvings were useful to reconnect with the past and transmit the tradition of funeral rituals as an important part of the tribe’s identity. Made for a deceased person, funeral carvings were destroyed at the end of the funeral ritual, so preservation of and exposure to original objects seemed dangerous to the tribal community, while digitization offered a safe way of sustaining funeral traditions. This observation led to making three-dimensional digitized models of the carvings with specific hotspots on their surface to allow a detailed examination of various elements.\textsuperscript{57} In a case study of theater heritage digitization, Gorzalski also challenged the traditional notion of authenticity.\textsuperscript{58} In a digitization project of scene designs by Darwin Reid Payne, Gorzalski faced the dilemma of including scene models digitally rendered by the artist himself to reflect the look and feel of the design on the stage.\textsuperscript{59} On the one hand, the digital file could not be considered authentic in traditional terms, because it contained digital enhancements and alterations and they were made during digitization, that is, much later than the design was created. On the other hand, the original model photographs failed to convey many features of the scene design as a part of the performance (for example lighting, poses of actors, etc.) that were crucial for learning and teaching on the subject. Two conflicting perspectives on authenticity emerged: in the eyes of the archivist it rested in creating a trustworthy digital surrogate of the original photograph, while the artist aimed to convey his authentic idea. An inquiry into the preservation of such ephemeral artistic works as performances from the theatrical perspective of authenticity raised a number of questions about the suitability of traditional approaches to authenticity in some digital humanities settings.

Both cases identify assumptions about authenticity and the conflicts that emerge by ensuring authenticity in its usual meaning. As noted by MacNeil and Mak, who argue that the notion of authenticity is a social construction, authenticity is embedded in a set of established and agreed practices.\textsuperscript{60} The exposure of memory institutions professionals to the needs and practices of certain communities can yield insight about what makes an object or a document authentic in specific contexts of use. Currently, professionals in memory institutions face the need to establish new processes and practices to ensure authenticity in a digital environment.\textsuperscript{61}

\textit{Online Engagement with Heritage in a Global Digital Environment}

\textsuperscript{54} Gorzalski, “Archivists and Thespians”; Were, “Digital Heritage.”
\textsuperscript{55} Were, “Digital Heritage.”
\textsuperscript{57} Were, “Digital Heritage.”
\textsuperscript{58} Gorzalski, “Archivists and Thespians.”
\textsuperscript{59} Ibid.
\textsuperscript{60} MacNeil and Mak, “Constructions of Authenticity.”
\textsuperscript{61} Ibid.
Commitment to the values of intellectual freedom, including “the right to seek, receive and impart information and ideas through any media and regardless of frontiers,” as stated in Article 19 of the UN Universal Declaration of Human Rights, serves as guidance to digitization projects, and a similar value of access is stated in the professional codes of the ICA, IFLA, and ICOM. Most digitization projects are aimed primarily at expanding access and use by publishing content online. Although digitization offered a promise of universal access to heritage information, on a global scale it resulted in new types of inequalities and conflicts between different approaches to the past that emerged in different national frameworks. Digitization and use of social media for participatory interaction of users with cultural heritage collections also requires significant changes in approach to heritage communication in memory institutions.

On a global scale, digitization provides an opportunity to “virtually return” cultural heritage that was displaced from the communities and nations that created it because of colonization, armed conflicts, natural disasters, and so on. This opportunity resulted in digitization of displaced heritage collections that created new inequalities. Often the communities that should benefit from such projects cannot access these heritage collections due to barriers created by memory institutions. In discussing the digitization of displaced archives, Winn reports that the use by memory institutions of their own languages in descriptive information about digitized content prevents users from communities that created the heritage resources from using it. Similarly, Britz and Lor, Pickover, Leopold, and Rose indicate the limitations of access caused by subscription fees, absence of well-developed technical infrastructure in user communities, and failure to adjust projects to the context of the lives of persons who are supposed to benefit from access to the digitized collections. Often the level of comprehension of information and communication technologies, the level of skill and opportunities to acquire it, and the habits of using digital tools in the beneficiary communities are not considered at all. The sustainability of digitization projects of displaced heritage is also often in question. Memory institutions function under the frameworks of national policies and funding, where digitization and maintenance of “alien” heritage materials is often not a priority. In this case, the perception of universal access made possible only by means of digital technologies is an illusion, because a set of complex power, financial, infrastructural, literacy, and other factors precondition availability of digital content. However, in this light, it is essential to emphasize the role of memory institutions as advocates of digital access to heritage on a global scale beyond national priorities and frameworks.

Social media has become a popular tool to ensure more inclusive, democratic, and engaging communication of digitized cultural heritage online. The impact of Web 2.0 technologies has gone beyond the simple use of popular tools for participatory and collaborative approaches that
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blurred the traditional boundaries between memory institution professionals and their users.\textsuperscript{69} The rapid acceptance of Web 2.0 without more consideration of the in-depth changes needed to make it truly participatory has led to ethical issues. Some of them are associated with the lack of sustainable solutions for facilitating global communication on social media platforms and reconciling the right of freedom of opinion and expression with respect to persons and communities.\textsuperscript{70} Others include concerns about the possible limitations to participation of users in cultural heritage communication processes.\textsuperscript{71}

First, researchers have questioned a naïve technologically deterministic approach to social media, arguing that it is inclusive and democratic by definition.\textsuperscript{72} Without adopting the participatory philosophy in memory institutions, social media can create a biased communication space. For instance, Liew and Cheetham highlight that gaps in online cultural content where heritage and/or perspectives of some social groups are underrepresented may create biased interpretations; availability of specific tools and skills to upload, comment, and share content online to certain groups precondition their level of online engagement.\textsuperscript{73}

Second, availability of tools for commenting, sharing, and reusing content poses the question of the role of memory in facilitating these processes. On the one hand, with the rise of abusive comments and expressions of hatred, memory institutions feel the need to act as a moderator that can ensure that each community is respected.\textsuperscript{74} On the other hand, practices of control are often based on subjective judgment and are not transparent.\textsuperscript{75} Moderating multiple perspectives and opinions, especially in the case of trauma heritage, is also a very difficult part of implementing the concept of a participatory approach in practice.\textsuperscript{76}

Third, Web 2.0 significantly expanded the possibility for users to participate in shaping, interpreting, and disseminating digital heritage online. Memory institutions face issues of content ownership and authority because of the possibility of sharing and reusing digitized content. They report abuses in content reuse that have generated misleading comments or information.\textsuperscript{77} However, memory institutions are often not ready for active user involvement in heritage communication. Fouseki and Vacharopoulou argue that memory institutions are legitimate to own and promote collections for the public rather than with the public and cite court cases where libraries and museums restricted the reuse of high quality digitized content by the third parties (e.g., Wikipedia, etc.).\textsuperscript{78} Similarly, Taylor and Gibson report that memory institutions often tend to take a paternalistic role in defining what is to be communicated online and how, leaving the user with some opportunities to respond, but not to take an equal role in the cocreation and interpretation of the past.\textsuperscript{79} Obviously, researchers recognize that these ethical issues emerge due

\textsuperscript{70} Wong, “Ethical Issues.”
\textsuperscript{71} Liew and Cheetham, “Participatory Culture”; Taylor and Gibson, “Digitization.”
\textsuperscript{72} Liew and Cheetham, “Participatory Culture”; Taylor and Gibson, “Digitization.”
\textsuperscript{73} Liew and Cheetham, “Participatory Culture.”
\textsuperscript{74} Wong, “Ethical Issues.”
\textsuperscript{75} Liew and Cheetham, “Participatory Culture.”
\textsuperscript{76} Gilliland and McKemmish, “The Role of Participatory Archives.”
\textsuperscript{77} Wong, “Ethical Issues.”
\textsuperscript{78} Fouseki and Vacharopoulou, “Digital Museum Collections.”
\textsuperscript{79} Taylor and Gibson, “Digitization.”
to different and often conflicting conscious and latent motivations and perceptions of memory institutions’ roles (e.g., expert/facilitator/co-curator, etc.) and responsibilities.\textsuperscript{80}

Conclusions

Discussions of ethical issues in digitization reflect fundamental changes, although uneven and often accompanied by challenges and failures, in the understanding of memory institutions’ roles and how they fit into higher-level societal processes of remembering. Addressing the ethical challenges of digitization allows the professional to recognize the wider consequences of certain decisions and to revise major conceptions of the profession, thus (re)connecting digitization to the essential role of memory institutions in societies and humanizing and linking it to the lives and needs of real communities and people. Analysis of digitization ethics research and case studies reveals that memory institutions turn to participative approaches and engage in developing sustainable and transparent models for making digitization decisions together with the communities that have created and maintained heritage objects.

Memory institutions consider heritage objects and collections in the wider context of (re)constructing the past through multiple relationships and through the perspectives of people and communities involved in certain events and practices. This shift is demonstrated by attention to the impact of digitization on the lives/values/behavior/needs of specific communities and people and numerous instances of working for and with communities to develop methods of selecting, presenting, and organizing digitized heritage content online to provide richer, more dynamic, and inclusive engagement with the past. Such changes may positively influence the understanding of digitization goals in general and lead to the delivery of more engaging and meaningful digitized heritage services to users.

Ethical issues raised in digitization literature also indicate a more mature and informed approach to digital technologies and their effects on the part of archivists, librarians, and museum professionals. Most participants and researchers in digitization initiatives recognized both the socially inclusive and exclusive impact they might have. This is shown by questioning assumptions of the universal availability of digitized materials online; concerns about technologies being an instrument for reinforcing the domination of economically and politically powerful societies and groups; debates about the inclusiveness of social media, and recognition of the destructive consequences to human privacy caused by tools for complex searching and mass aggregation of personal content.

Becoming a participative institution that engages its stakeholders in making digitization decisions proved to be challenging to memory institutions. Realizing the ideal conception of a participative, responsive, and empathetic institution proved to be complicated in practice. This is related to the need to overcome latent and unconscious assumptions about the roles of memory institutions, difficulties in reconciling conflicting perspectives about the past, and limitations in ensuring the inclusivity of all groups in engagement with the past.

\textsuperscript{80} Taylor and Gibson, “Digitization”; Liew and Cheetham, “Participatory Culture”; Fouseki and Vacharopoulou, “Digital Museum Collections.”
And finally, the discussion proved that ethical issues influence decisions and the organization of processes at different stages of digitization, from selection and organization of information to developing information systems and online communication of digitized content. Ethical issues are likely to affect general organization as well as the duration and cost of digitization issues in future.

Arguments provided above clearly indicate that a general agenda for digitization ethics is necessary to make the whole spectrum of ethical issues and activities affected by them visible and to develop effective solutions that are connected to the general roles and ethical practices of memory institutions.
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